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20 pricing options pricing options are pre-defined combinations of options and
combinations of equipment that the customer can choose from. this includes the price
per piece of equipment as well as the actual price for the configuration. pricing options
can be added or deleted from the configuration on the screen or the configuration can
be saved for later use. pricing option is a pre-defined option type that is available in all
pricing types. a pricing type defines how the price per piece of equipment is calculated.
choosing a pricing type enables a certain pricing formula, and that pricing formula
determines the price per equipment. fgb rev g ericsson ab (39) 21 ordering options
ordering options are pre-defined combinations of options and combinations of
equipment that the customer can choose from. this includes the price per piece of
equipment as well as the actual price for the configuration. pricing options can be
added or deleted from the configuration on the screen or the configuration can be
saved for later use. pricing option is a pre-defined option type that is available in all
pricing types. a pricing type defines how the price per piece of equipment is calculated.
choosing a pricing type enables a certain pricing formula, and that pricing formula
determines the price per equipment. fgb rev g ericsson ab (39) 22 price list the price
list lists prices for each of the pricing options that are available in the configuration.
prices are shown per piece of equipment and can be sorted by ascending or
descending price. the price can be directly edited in the list or the configuration can be
saved for later use. fgb rev g ericsson ab (39)
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8 2.4 mini-link cn 510 overview mini-link cn 510 is a compact ethernet/pdh centric
product with an integrated ethernet switch, optimized for stand-alone hops as well as
end-nodes in mini-link networks. it is fully hop compatible with the mini-link tn in 1+0
and 1+1 (hot and working standby). 14 5.6.1 customer user's guide this is the manual
with all the details on how to use and configure the product. if the order is placed in

another country than sweden, make sure to select the correct address for the shipment
fgb rev g ericsson ab (39) 11 5.6.2 minilink 5.2 minilink customer user's guide minilink
is the basic product for the customer. it consists of a mini-link cn terminal which in turn
consists of the following parts: * 1 indoor unit * 1 rmm * 1 earthing set * 1 mounting kit

* 1 dc cable * 1 terminal plug * 4xe1/ds1 tdm traffic ports * 4 mbps throughput over
hop configuration types minilink uses the configuration type new. when configuring
minilink, the customer can select which features to include. this will affect the order.

any available licenses will be distributed on the cn. the licenses are automatically
allocated to the selected features. if the customer wishes to include another license,

the soft keys and license id must be activated before the order can be entered. this will
be done during the configuration fgb rev g ericsson ab (39) 9 5.6.3 minilink 5.3 minilink
customer user's guide the basic product for the customer is minilink which consists of a

mini-link cn terminal which in turn consists of the following parts: * 1 indoor unit * 1
rmm * 1 earthing set * 1 mounting kit * 1 dc cable * 1 terminal plug * 4xe1/ds1 tdm

traffic ports * 4 mbps throughput over hop. configuration types minilink uses the
configuration type new. when configuring minilink, the customer can select which

features to include. this will affect the order. any available licenses will be distributed
on the cn. the licenses are automatically allocated to the selected features. if the
customer wishes to include another license, the soft keys and license id must be

activated before the order can be entered. this will be done during the configuration
fgb rev g ericsson ab (39) 5ec8ef588b
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